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Abstrat
We evaluate 0.0320Hz power spetra of the bright blak hole binary Cyg X-1
obtained from non-deonvolved INTEGRAL-ISGRI event data. The ISGRI power
spetra are ompared to ontemporary RXTE-PCA ones in the same hard X-ray
energy band of 1570 keV. They agree well in shape. Sine the ISGRI power spetrum
of Cyg X-1 is not bakground orreted it lies about an order of magnitude below
the PCA values. In 2003 a soft outburst of Cyg X-1 ourred. From the RXTE-ASM
and Ryle radio long term lighturves and the RXTE spetra we see a anonial hard
state  intermediate state  soft state evolution. We disuss the evolution of the
power spetra in the 1570 keV range whih so far is muh less well studied than that
at softer energies. We interpret our results regarding the origin of ertain variability
omponents.
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Fig. 1. Ryle radio ux (15GHz) and RXTE-ASM ount rate (212 keV) of Cyg X-1.
The Ryle data points (diamonds) are plotted without error bars for larity.
Tik-marks denote pointed INTEGRAL and RXTE observations.
1 Introdution & Data Extration
Timing studies of blak hole binaries allow for a very preise state lassi-
ation and are essential for understanding the aretion proess in these ob-
jets (Kalemi et al., 2004; Pottshmidt et al., 2003). In this work we analyze
ontinuum power spetra derived from the Soft Gamma-Ray Imager (ISGRI;
Lebrun et al., 2003) on-board ESA's International Gamma-Ray Astrophysis
Laboratory (INTEGRAL; Winkler et al., 2003), i.e., of the upper layer of the
oded mask imager IBIS. By omparing ontemporaneous RXTE-PCA and
INTEGRAL-ISGRI data of the bright blak hole binary Cyg X-1 in the 15
70 keV energy range we show for the rst time that ISGRI an be used to
extend blak hole timing studies to the muh less well known regime above
20 keV, where the emission is dominated by the strongly variable orona/jet
system. In the following we onsider all Galati plane san (GPS) observa-
tions of INTEGRAL up to 2004 April during whih Cyg X-1 was in the fully
oded eld of view of ISGRI (oset< 4.5◦). Pointed RXTE-PCA observations
from our 14-daily monitoring program losest in time were hosen for om-
parison. They are plaed into ontext of the long term radio and soft X-ray
evolution in Fig. 1: two soft X-ray aring episodes ourred, displaying the
typial radio quenhing assoiated with blak hole soft states. An analysis of
the X-ray spetra onrms this piture (Wilms et al., 2005).
The ISGRI analysis is based on detetor events extrated with the o-line
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Fig. 2. INTEGRAL-ISGRI and RXTE-PCA power spetra of Cyg X-1 in the
1570 keV range, orreted for Poisson noise and using the normalization of
Leahy et al. (1983). In this and the following gures histograms show the ee-
tive noise level orresponding to the unertainty of the Poisson noise orretion
(Nowak et al., 1999), stars denote that the absolute value of a negative power was
plotted.
sienti analysis software
1
and its event extrator tool evts_extrat. A se-
letion on pixel illumination fration (PIF), i.e., on soure diretion, and on
energy was performed. Varying the PIF range does not signiantly hange the
results for this bright soure (adopted here: PIF≥0.8). Power spetra were al-
ulated following the proedure desribed by Pottshmidt et al. (2003). Eah
ISGRI power spetrum orresponds to an exposure of typially 12 ks, the
PCA power spetra inlude 16 ks.
2 Comparison of ISGRI & PCA Power Spetra
Comparing typial PCA (20030322) and ISGRI (20030324) hard state
1570 keV power spetra, we nd that they agree well in shape up to ∼5Hz
where the ISGRI power spetrum beomes noise dominated (Fig.2). However,
the variability measured with ISGRI lies about an order of magnitude too low.
This an mainly be attributed to the muh higher ISGRI bakground and an
1
A version omparable to OSA-4.0 was used. OSA-4.1 qualitatively produes the
same results.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the 1570 keV RXTE-PCA power spetrum of Cyg X-1 over
the rst half of the 2003 aring episode. For reasons of larity the unertainties
of the power values are not plotted. The hard state and the double peaked power
spetrum are highlighted by diamonds and triangles, respetively. Here and in Fig. 4
the normalization aording to Miyamoto et al. (1992) is used and the power has
been multiplied by frequeny.
in priniple be orreted. Note that the normalization of the power spetrum
sales as 1/(S + B), where S is the soure ount rate and B the bakground
ount rate. Part of the oset might also be due to an energy dependent soure
rms and the dierent responses of the two instruments within the seleted
band (the photon number weighted harateristi photon energy of Cyg X-1
in ISGRI and the PCA is 3438 keV and 2324 keV, respetively). We also
note here that data from INTEGRAL's performane veriation (PV) phase
are generally more diult to use for this kind of timing analysis: rst, they
suer from many gaps due to telemetry saturation whih have to be taken
into aount arefully, seond, a rise-time event seletion has to be performed
for all data obtained before 20030209 (after this date the seletion has been
performed on-board). The orreted early power spetra agree reasonably well
with the PCA data, however, they are still noisier than later ISGRI data
(possible reasons: buer saturation, treatment of noisy pixels, . . .). The long
Cyg X-1 PV phase observations are thus less well suited for high resolution
timing analyses.
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3 Evolution Over the Flare
The rise of the outburst in 2003 is regularly sampled by INTEGRAL and
RXTE observations. We onentrate on these observations, pointing out that
also the remaining ones behave as expeted from Fig. 1. Blak hole binary tim-
ing behavior is usually haraterized in the soft X-ray band: for the 2003 are
rise we nd that the < 4 keV PCA power spetra display a harateristi state
transition sequene whih is fully onsistent with the spetral evolution. A
similar sequene of power spetra has been observed several times during our
19982004 RXTE monitoring ampaign (see, e.g. Pottshmidt et al., 2003). In
the 1570 keV range the hanges of the power spetrum follow a similar pattern
(Fig. 3): Starting from the hard state whih an be desribed by several broad
Lorentzian shaped omponents, rst the whole shape is shifted toward higher
frequenies. A harateristi double peak appears, developing into the inter-
mediate state dominated by only one Lorentzian (assoiated with enhaned
time lags and radio aring, Pottshmidt et al., 2003). Finally the less stru-
tured soft state is reahed (power law dominated towards low frequenies).
But there is an important dierene to the soft band whih to our knowledge
has never been reported before: The double peak power spetrum is muh
more asymmetri at higher energies, further supporting that the stronger en-
haned time lag peak around ∼4Hz in the power spetrum is assoiated with
the hard spetral omponent and thus possibly the jet forming region. Also,
at these energies the rms ontribution during the soft state is omparable to
that in the hard state, onrming that the variability is primarily due to the
hard spetral omponent (Churazov et al., 2001).
ISGRI observations within the same day or within a few days of the PCA
measurements of Fig. 3 are available. The orresponding 1570 keV ISGRI
power spetra (Fig. 4) follow the same general sequene as the PCA power
spetra, the harateristi dierenes between the dierent states being espe-
ially apparent at frequenies below 0.1Hz: the hard state variability is the
strongest with the soft state one almost at the same level. Before the interme-
diate state is reahed the double peak form is roughly visible. Also onsistent
with the PCA the intermediate state is less variable, too lose to the eetive
noise level to see the enhaned time lag peak. However, the expeted power
at low frequenies is apparent in the intermediate state and also in the soft
state. Unfortunately, averaging the ISGRI power spetra over more than one
pointing for learer results is not possible with this limited but dynami data
set. The same is true for power spetra above 70 keV or in narrower energy
bands. A multi-wavelength observation ampaign of Cyg X-1 is planned for
fall 2004 and with 320 ks of INTEGRAL data should provide this opportunity,
however.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the INTEGRAL-ISGRI power spetrum of Cyg X-1 over the
rst half of the 2003 aring episode for energies between 15 and 70 keV. In eah
panel a dierent evolution state is ompared to the hard state.
4 Summary & Conlusions
• Contemporary INTEGRAL-ISGRI and RXTE-PCA 1570 keV power spe-
tra of Cyg X-1 are onsistent in shape (data up to 20030209 have to be
rise-time ltered and suer from additional instrumental eets).
• Before deriving absolute rms values from the ISGRI power spetra, a bak-
ground orretion is required. In the ase of Cyg X-1 the unorreted power
is an order of magnitude too low. A better haraterization of the bak-
ground inuene is work in progress.
• This is one of only a few studies eetively aessing energies above the
RXTE-PCA range. The fat that the same power spetral shape is observed
for both instruments means that it does not hange muh between 20 and
40 keV and is learly attributed to oronal emission. Even higher energies
6
will be aessible with the upoming INTEGRAL observations and maybe
also with a areful analysis of the PV phase data.
• The peak at 48Hz in the power spetrum dominates the transitional states
at all PCA energies while other omponents only play a role in the soft band.
The additional assoiation with enhaned time lags and radio aring speaks
for an origin in or near the jet forming region.
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